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MAGNETIC FORM FACTOR OF URhGe�K. Proke²a;b, A. Gukasov, T. Takabataked, T. Fujitadand V. SehovskýbaHahn-Meitner-Institute, SF-2Glieniker Strasse. 100, D-141 09 Berlin, GermanybDepartment of Eletroni Strutures, Charles UniversityKe Karlovu 5, 12116 Prague 2, The Czeh RepubliLaboratoire Léon Brillouin, CEA-Salay, 91191 Gif sur Yvette, FranedDepartment of Quantum Matter, ADSM, Hiroshima University1-3-1 Kagamiyama, Higashi-Hiroshima 739-8530, Japan(Reeived July 10, 2002)The magneti form fator of ferromagneti superondutor URhGe hasbeen measured with the use of polarized neutrons. In spite of rather peu-liar state of the 5f eletrons in this ompound re�eted in their itinerantbehavior, strongly redued uranium magneti moments of 0.4 �B and insome ases also superondutivity at low temperatures, we found a mag-neti form fator that does not deviate substantially from that one of thefree U3+ ion alulated in a dipole approximation.PACS numbers: 75.25.+z, 75.50.C, 74.70.Dd1. IntrodutionURhGe has reently attrated great interest beause of oexistene offerromagnetism and superondutivity at low temperatures [1℄. It forms inthe orthorhombi TiNiSi type of struture in whih U atoms form hainsrunning along the a axis. Bulk measurements on single rystal indiate aferromagneti order below 9.6 K [2℄, with the easy plane type anisotropy.URhGe also exhibits an enhaned low-temperature spei�-heat oe�ient of 160 mJ/molK2 [3℄. Strongly redued uranium magneti moments ofabout 0.4 �B were found to be on�ned to the b� plane [2℄ or parallel to the axis [1℄. At 0.25 K [1℄ transition to superonduting state was found thatoexists with ferromagnetism. However, the appearane of suh transitiondepends on the quality of rystal.� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(1473)



1474 K. Proke² et al.In this ontribution we report on magneti-form-fator measurementsperformed on a URhGe rystal using polarized neutrons.2. ExperimentalThe rystal has been grown from a stoihiometri melt by means of amodi�ed tetra-ar Czohralski tehnique. The sattering experiment wasperformed at 2 K on a single rystal in magneti �elds of up to 6 T appliedabout 38 degrees away from the  axis using the 5C1 spetrometer installedat CEA Salay. The inident wavelength was 0.85Å and the polarizationdegree 92%. 3. Results and disussionDuring the experiment we have reorded 210 �ipping ratios (108 inequiv-alent ones) R = (1 + )2=(1 � )2, with  = FM=FN and FM and FN beingmagneti and nulear struture fators, respetively. However, some of theR values with too high error bars were disarded. This resulted in a set of 80experimental R values used in diret �ts to formula �f = �[hj0i + C2hj2i℄,where C2 oe�ient is related to the ratio between the spin and orbital on-tribution and jn are averages of spherial Bessel funtions. In the dipoleapproximation, the values of C2 are 1.75 and 1.5 for free U3+ and U4+ ions,respetively. Better approximations give values 1.803 and 1.644 [4℄.We performed re�nement onsidering the extintion orretion, non-zeromoments on both, U and Rh ions, free diretion of U moments and freeC2 oe�ient supposing both ioni states for U and arrived to a magnetiform fator that is very lose to those expeted for free U3+ or U4+ ions. InFig. 1 magneti amplitudes �f as a funtion of sin �=� reorded for URhGeat 2 K and 6 T are shown together with the best �t. The re�ned C2 o-e�ient supposing U3+ ioni state amounts to 1:68 � 0:05. This indiatesthat the orbital ontribution (oriented antiparallel to the spin part) to thetotal magneti moment of 0:41 � 0:01 �B/U is very important in URhGethat is in qualitative agreement with theoretial alulations [5℄. It is alsoonsistent with values determined from magneti bulk measurements andunpolarized neutron experiment [2℄. On Rh atoms a muh smaller momentof 0:023�0:008 �B/Rh has been found. The magnetism in URhGe is learlyof 5f origin. Inlusion or removal of Rh moments from the �t does nothange signi�antly its quality in terms of �2, whih is always slightly be-low 3.From the �t it follows that the diretion of ferromagnetially alignedU moment is not 60 degrees away from the  axis as was indiated in [2℄nor along the  axis as was reported in [1℄ but approximately 18 degrees
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Fig. 1. Experimental and alulated U magneti form fator in URhGe at 2 K and6 T. The alulation is performed using dipolar approximation.away from the  axis, however, still being on�ned to the b� plane. At thismoment we an argue that a relatively small magnetorystalline anisotropyenergy within the b� plane that amounts aording to magneti bulk mea-surements to about 10 K is responsible for these ontroversial �ndings.Despite the rather anomalous physial properties of URhGe the mag-neti form fator is found strongly resembling free U3+ and U4+ ion values.Within the error bars we were not able to distinguish between them due totheir strong similarity. Moreover, even C2 value does not help to resolve theunertainty. Suh a situation has been met in many other U based om-pounds inluding the superonduting ferromagnet UGe2 [6℄ that exhibitsunder pressure similar physial properties. This fat may indiate that the5f eletrons responsible for both the magnetism and superondutivity donot partiipate in both phenomena simultaneously but are separated eitherin spae or time. Clearly, more e�ort in this �eld is needed.4. ConlusionsIn onlusion, uranium magneti form fator in URhGe has been deter-mined at 2 K and 6 T using polarized neutron beam. Within the dipo-lar approximation it resembles very strongly theoretial 5f form fators ofthe free U3+ or U4+ ions. The strongly redued value of U moments of0:41 � 0:01 �B/U is therefore not only a onsequene of spin and orbitalpart anellation.
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